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We consider the problem of deciding whether or not a given positive Borel
measure m on the n-dimensional torus T n is S-determinate, which means that m is
 Ž . 4entirely determined by the subset of its Fourier coefficients m k , k g S , where SÃ
is an arbitrary subset of Z n containing 0 and with the property that yk g S
whenever k g S. We give necessary and sufficient conditions for S-determinacy
and show that, when S is a finite set, the validity of this property can be verified
algebraically by an algorithmic procedure involving trigonometric polynomials with
spectrum in S vanishing on the support of m and satisfying certain positivity
properties. Q 1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
The main problem that we will consider in this paper is the question
whether or not a given positive measure on the n-dimensional torus T n is
uniquely determined by some of its moments. Similar types of determinacy
questions have been investigated extensively, mainly in the context of the
Ž w x.classical one-dimensional moment problem see 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 14 , the
Ž w x.multidimensional moment problem see 4, 7, 11, 17 or the truncated
Ž w x.complex moment problem see 10 . In this paper, the general framework
will be that of the multidimensional trigonometric moment problem, and
since, in this case, any measure on T n is uniquely determined by its
moments, or Fourier coefficients, we naturally have to turn our attention
to truncated trigonometric moment problems. Perhaps surprisingly, not much
seems to be known in general about this problem, except in the important
* The author was supported by NSERC Grant OGP0036564.
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one-dimensional situation in which the known moments are those corre-
sponding to the integers from yN to N, where N G 0. In this case, it is
well known that a measure is determinate if and only if it consists of
Žfinitely many atoms with possibly different masses associated with differ-
.ent points on the support , the number of these atoms being less than or
Ž w x.equal to N see 2, 3, 9, 12, 13, 15 . In this paper, we consider the
determinacy problem for general subsets of Z n and obtain various neces-
sary and sufficient conditions for a given measure to be determinate.
These results are particularly useful in the case of finite truncated trigono-
Žmetric moment problems i.e., problems where only finite many of the
.moments are known , since the determinacy problem for a given measure
can then be reduced to an algebraic problem involving a family of
trigonometric polynomials with spectrum in S and that vanish on the
support of the given measure, which has to be a finite set. We obtain along
the way a result of independent interest which is a description of the set of
points in T n that belong to the support of at least one measure solving a
Ž .given finite truncated trigonometric moment problem Theorem 4.9 . This
last problem can be solved through an algorithmic procedure which is
Ž .particularly efficient in dimension 1 see Theorem 4.13 , but works in
Ž .arbitrary dimension see Lemma 4.7 . It involves the computation of the
common zero set of certain families of trigonometric polynomials with
spectrum in S that vanish on the support of the given measure m and
satisfy some positivity restrictions. We should mention that, although the
results established in this paper simplify considerably the problem to
decide whether a given measure is determinate or not with respect to a
given moment problem, the algebraic conditions that need to be verified
are far from being trivial from the computational point of view, because of
the positivity restrictions that the trigonometric polynomials involved need
Ž .to satisfy see Section 4 .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review some basic
facts about trigonometric moment problems and give a characterization for
the extreme points of the convex set consisting of the positive measures on
T n solving a given moment problem. In Section 3, we consider the general
truncated trigonometric moment problem and establish necessary and
Žsufficient conditions for the determinacy of a given measure Theorem
. n3.1 . We also characterize the subsets of Z having the property that every
non-trivial moment problem associated with that subset is indeterminate.
Those are in fact the subsets contained in a proper subgroup of Z n
Ž .Theorem 3.5 . The case of finite truncated moment problems is consid-
ered in detail in Section 4 and some examples are worked out explicitly.
We briefly review the notation and some basic facts that will be used in
this paper. We will identify the n-dimensional torus with the set
n n < <T s z s z , . . . , z g C , z s 1, i s 1, . . . , n . 4Ž .1 n i
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If z g T n and k g Z n, we denote by zk the complex number of modulus 1
k1 k n < <z ??? z . If F is a set, we denote by F its cardinality. If m is a Borel1 n
measure on T n, one can associate with it a continuous linear functional
acting on the space of complex-valued continuous functions defined on T n
by the formula
² :m , f s f dm , 1.1Ž .H
nT
for f continuous on T n and, by the Riesz representation theorem, any
n Ž .such functional can be associated with a Borel measure on T as in 1.1 . If
m is a Borel measure on T n, we define its norm to be
5 5 < <m s 1 d m ,H
nT
< <where m denotes the total variation of m and coincides with m if m is
positive. We will denote by m the normalized Lebesgue measure on T n. It
Žis the unique translation invariant measure with respect to the group
n. ² :structure of T that has total mass 1, i.e., such that m, 1 s 1. If f is a
function integrable with respect to m, we associate with it the measure
f dm defined by
² :f dm, f s ff dm.H
nT
If a g T n, we denote by d the Dirac mass at a , i.e., the positive measurea
on T n defined by
² :d , f s f a .Ž .a
If m is a Borel measure on T n and k g Z n, we define the kth Fourier
Ž . Ž . ² yk :coefficient or kth moment of m, to be the number m k s m, z andÃ
m has the Fourier series expansion
m s m k zk ,Ž .ÃÝ
nkgZ
where the series converges in the weak-star topology. Given two Borel
measures, m and n on T n, one can define their convolution product on T n,
n ÃŽ . Ž .m)n , which is again a Borel measure on T and satisfies m)n k s
Ž . Ž . n nm k n k , for all k g Z . Finally, if m is a positive Borel measure on TÃ Ã
and 1 F p F ‘, we will denote by L p the classical Lebesgue spaces ofm
functions defined m-almost everywhere on T n whose pth power is m-inte-
grable, when 1 F p - ‘, and that are essentially bounded m-almost every-
pŽ n.where when p s ‘. When m s m, we will use the notation L T instead
of L p .m
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2. TRUNCATED TRIGONOMETRIC MOMENT PROBLEMS
Let us consider a positive Borel measure m on T n and a subset S of Z n
which is symmetric, i.e., 0 g S and k g S if and only if yk g S. We say
that the measure m is S-determinate if the equalities
zk dm s zk dn , k g S, 2.1Ž .H H
n nT T
for some positive Borel measure n on T n, imply that m s n . If m is not
S-determinate, m will be called S-indeterminate. We note that the symme-
Ž .try assumption on the set S is not really restrictive since, if a moment m kÃ
Ž .is known for a positive measure m, so is the moment m yk s m k and,Ž .Ã Ã
if 0 did not belong to S, every measure would be S-indeterminate since the
measure m q C would have the same S-moments has that of m when
C ) 0. Every positive Borel measure is Z n-determinate, since every mea-
sure is completely determined by its Fourier coefficients. However, if
S / Z n, there always exist S-indeterminate measures. For example, if
Ž . Ž .k f S, the measures associated with the functions f z s 1 and g z s 1
Ž k . nq Re z r2, for z g T , have the same S-moments. On the other hand,
there exist sets S with the property that the only S-determinate measure is
Žthe 0-measure of course, the 0-measure is trivially always S-determinate
.since S contains zero . In fact, we will show that this happens exactly when
n Ž .S is contained in a proper subgroup of Z Theorem 3.5 . Given a
symmetric set S ; Z n, we can define an associated space of trigonometric
polynomials P that we view as a set of functions on T n.S
DEFINITION 2.1. If S ; Z n is a symmetric set, we define
k < <P s P z s a z , a g C, F ; S, F - ‘ .Ž . ÝS k k½ 5
kgF
P is thus the complex vector space consisting of the trigonometricS
< <polynomials with spectrum in S and it has dimension S if S is a finite set.
kŽ .Note that a polynomial P z s Ý a z is real if and only if a s a ,k g S k yk k
Ž . Ž .for all k g S, and thus, since S is symmetric, both Re P and Im P are in
P if P itself belongs to P .S S
DEFINITION 2.2. A linear functional L on P is called positi¤e ifS
Ž . nL P G 0 for all P g P with P G 0 on T .S
It is well known that positive functionals can be associated with positive
n Ž w x.Borel measures on T see 16 .
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PROPOSITION 2.3. Gi¤en a symmetric set S ; Z n, a linear functional L on
P is positi¤e if and only if there exists a positi¤e Borel measure m on T n suchS
that
L P s P dm , ;P g P . 2.2Ž . Ž .H S
nT
Given a positive Borel measure m on T n, we will denote by F them
Ž .positive linear functional on P defined by the identity 2.2 . It is clearS
that, given two positive Borel measures, m and n , on T n, we have F s Fm n
Ž .on P if and only 2.1 holds.S
DEFINITION 2.4. If S is a fixed symmetric set in Z n and m is a positive
n Ž .Borel measure on T , we will denote by M m the set of positive BorelS
measures n on T n such that F s F on P .m n S
Given a symmetric set S and a positive Borel measure m on T n, the set
Ž .of measures M m is clearly convex and weak-star compact. The followingS
Ž .result describes the extreme points of M m . This result is an analogue ofS
Ž w x.a theorem of Naimark cf. 1 in the context of the one-dimensional
moment problem and is known in the case of the one-dimensional set S
w xconsisting of the integers from yN to N, N G 0 3 , or more general sets
w xsuch as difference sets 13 . We give the proof here for completeness.
PROPOSITION 2.5. A positi¤e Borel measure n is an extreme point of
Ž . 1M m if and only if P is dense in L .S S n
Ž . 1Proof. If n g M m and P is not dense in L , there exists, using theS S n
Hahn]Banach theorem, a non-zero function g g L‘ such thatm
Pg dn s 0, ;P g P .H S
nT
5 5We can assume that g F 1r2 and, since S is symmetric, that g is real.‘
Ž . Ž .Defining n s 1 q g n and n s 1 y g n , it follows that n / n , for1 2 i
Ž .i s 1, 2, while the identities n s n q n r2 and F s F s F hold,1 2 n n n1 2
Ž .which shows that n is not an extreme point of M m . Conversely, ifS
Ž . 1 Ž .n g M m and P is dense in L , assume that n s n q n r2, whereS S n 1 2
Ž .n g M m , for i s 1, 2. Clearly, both n and n are absolutely continuousi S 1 2
with respect to n . There exist two non-negative functions g and g in L‘1 2 n
such that n s g n , for i s 1, 2. Hence, it follows that, for i s 1, 2,i i
P 1 y g dn s 0, ;P g P .Ž .H i S
nT
Using the density of P in L1 , we deduce that g s g s 1 n-almostS n 1 2
everywhere and thus that n s n s n , i.e., n is an extreme point of1 2
Ž .M m .S
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In the case where the set S is finite, the previous result has an
Ž .important consequence: any extreme point of M m must consist ofS
finitely many atoms.
COROLLARY 2.6. If S is a finite set and m is any positi¤e Borel measure on
n Ž .T , any extreme point n of M m has the formS
n s c d ,Ý a a
agF
n < < < <where F ; T , F F S , and c ) 0, for all a g F.a
Proof. This follows simply from the fact that the identity mapping from
P to L1 must be onto and thus the dimension of the space L1 is at mostS n n
< <S .
3. INDETERMINATE MEASURES ASSOCIATED WITH A
GENERAL SYMMETRIC SET
In this section, we consider the case of a general symmetric set S ; Z n
and formulate conditions which are necessary and sufficient for a positive
Borel measure on T n to be S-determinate.
THEOREM 3.1. Let S ; Z n be a symmetric set and let m be a positi¤e
Borel measure on T n. Then m is S-determinate if and only if
Ž . 1a P is dense in L .S m
Ž . nb E¤ery positi¤e Borel measure n on T for which there exists a
constant C ) 0 such that
P dn F C P dm , ;P g P , P G 0 on T n 3.1Ž .H H S
n nT T
has the form n s g m, where g g L‘ and g G 0 a.e. dm.m
Ž .Furthermore, if S is finite, b can be replaced by the following weaker
condition.
Ž X. nb E¤ery b g T for which there exists a constant C ) 0 such that
P b F C P dm , ;P g P , P G 0 on T n 3.2Ž . Ž .H S
nT
Ž 4.must satisfy m b ) 0.
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Ž .  4Proof. Suppose that m is S-determinate, then M m s m and thusS
Ž . 1m is, trivially, an extreme point of M m . Hence, P is dense in L byS S m
n Ž .Proposition 2.5. If n is a positive Borel measure on T satisfying 3.1 for
some constant C ) 0, the linear form L on P , defined byS
L P s P dm y Cy1 P dn , P g P ,Ž . H H S
n nT T
is positive. By Proposition 2.3, there exists thus a positive Borel measure s
on T n such that
P dm s Cy1 P dn q P ds , P g P .H H H S
n n nT T T
Since m is S-determinate, it follows that
m s Cy1n q s . 3.3Ž .
Clearly, n is then absolutely continuous with respect to m and there exists
Ž .thus a function g G 0 a.e. dm such that n s g m. Using 3.3 , it is easily
Ž . Žseen that g F C a.e. dm. Hence, b holds as well as the weaker statement
Ž X..b . Conversely, let us assume that m is S-indeterminate and that P isS
1 Ž . Ž .dense in L . Let n g M m with n / m. The inequality 3.1 is thenm S
trivially satisfied with C s 1. If n s g m, for some g g L‘ , it would followm
that
P 1 y g dm s 0, ;P g P . 3.4Ž . Ž .H S
nT
1 Ž .Using the density of P in L , we would then deduce from 3.4 thatS m
g s 1 a.e. dm, i.e., that n s m, which brings about a contradiction. Hence,
Ž .b fails. Assuming now that S is finite, that m is S-indeterminate and that
1 Ž X.P is dense in L , we need to show that b fails. Let L be the support ofS m
Ž .m which is then a finite set . We claim that m is the only measure in
Ž .M m with support contained in L. Indeed, if n is such a measure, we canS
find, for any a g L, using the density of P in L1 , a polynomial P g PS m a S
Ž . Ž .such that P a s 1 and P b s 0, for all b g L with b / a . Hence,a a
n a s P dn s P dm s m a , a g L ,Ž . Ž .H Ha a
n nT T
Ž .which shows that m s n . Now let s be an extreme point of M m whichS
is different from m. Such an extreme point must exist since m is assumed
to be S-indeterminate and, since S is finite, it must consist of finitely many
atoms. Also, by the previous argument, there must exist at least a point b
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in the support of s with b f L. We have thus
y1 y1 4  4P b F s b P ds s s b P dm ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
n nT T
n Ž 4. Ž X.for all P g P with P G 0 on T while m b s 0. Hence, b must fail.S
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let S ; Z n be a symmetric set and let m , m be1 2
positi¤e Borel measures on T n.
Ž .a If m is S-determinate and m F Cm , for some constant C ) 01 2 1
Ž .i.e., Cm y m is a positi¤e measure , then m is S-determinate.1 2 2
Ž .b If S is finite, the property of S-determinacy is a property of the
support of a measure; i.e., if L is the support of some S-determinate measure,
then e¤ery positi¤e Borel measure on T n with support L is also S-determinate.
Ž .Proof. To prove part a , we can assume, by dividing m by C if2
necessary, that C s 1. Thus m s m q s , for some positive Borel mea-1 2
sure s on T n. If m were S-indeterminate, we could find a positive Borel2
Ž .measure n , different from m , that belongs to M m . The measure2 2 S 2
Ž .n s n q s / m would then belong to M m , contradicting the fact1 2 1 S 1
Ž .that m is determinate. This proves part a . If S is finite and m is1 1
Ž .S-determinate, then the support of m is a finite set L see Corollary 2.6
and thus if m is another positive measure with same support L, there2
exists a constant C ) 0 such that m F Cm . Therefore, m is determinate2 1 2
Ž . Ž .by part a , which proves part b .
Ž .EXAMPLES 3.3. The following examples show that the conditions a
Ž . Ž . Ž X.and b , and also a and b , of Theorem 3.1 are independent of each
Ž X. Ž .other while the condition b is in general strictly weaker than b .
 4Consider the one-dimensional symmetric set S s Z_ "1 . Clearly, in this
case, a measure m is S-indeterminate if and only if there exists a non-zero
Ž .complex number a such that m q Re a z is a positive measure. If h g
1Ž .L T denotes the absolutely continuous part of m, that condition is then
Ž . Ž . Žequivalent to h z G yRe a z for a.e. z g T. The measure dm s 1 q
Ž .. nRe z dm, where m denotes the normalized Lebesgue measure on T , is
thus S-indeterminate since
1 q Re z q Re a z s 1 q Re 1 q a z G 0, z g T,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
< < Ž . Ž Ž .. < < 4if 1 q a F 1 and, clearly, M m s 1 q Re c z dm, c g C, c F 1 .S
1 ‘ ‘Ž .We claim that P is dense in L . Indeed if g g L , i.e., g g L T , andS m m
z k g z 1 q Re z dm s 0, ;k g S,Ž . Ž .Ž .H
T
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it follows that
g z 1 q Re z s Re b z , z g TŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
for some constant b g C, if we also assume that g is real, which we can
always do since S is symmetric. If g / 0, we have b / 0 and, for some
constant C ) 0, we have the inequality
Re b z F C 1 q Re z , z g T. 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž .
Letting z s y1 in the previous inequality, we deduce that b is a non-zero
Ž .imaginary constant. 3.5 then becomes
Im z F C 1 q Re z , z g TŽ . Ž .
Ž .with a possibly different constant C , but this last inequality clearly fails
near the point z s y1. Hence, g s 0 and, using the Hahn]Banach
1 Ž .theorem, we deduce that P is dense in L and thus the condition a ofS m
Ž .Theorem 3.1 holds for m. However, b fails since, if dn s dm, the
Ž .inequality 3.1 actually becomes an equality when C s 1 but dm / f dm,
for any f g L‘ . We note also that, in this situation, the weaker conditionm
Ž X. Ž .b holds for m. Indeed, no b g T can satisfy the inequality 3.2 , since, if
such b existed, it would follow, by considering the positive linear form L
on P defined byS
L P s P dm y Cy1P b , P g P ,Ž . Ž .H S
T
Ž .and using Proposition 2.3, that there exists an element n of M mS
Ž .satisfying n b ) 0. This contradicts the fact that all the elements of
Ž .M m are absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure.S
 4If S is the one-dimensional symmetric set 0, " 1, " 4 and m s d q1
d , then m is S-indeterminate since, as can be easily checked, they1
Ž .measure n s d q d belongs to M m . In this case, it is easily seen thati yi S
1 Ž .P is dense in L , but the set of points b g T for which 3.2 holds is theS m
 4 Ž .set "1, " i . To see this, we note that the validity of the inequality 3.2
Ž .for some b is equivalent to the existence of a measure s g M m withS
Ž 4. Ž .s b ) 0 as shown in the proof of Theorem 3.1 . Since in this special
case, we have
1 ds s 2, z 4 ds s 2H H
T T
Ž .if s g M m , it follows that the support of s must be contained in the setS
 4"1, " i , and conversely, every point in that set belongs to the support of
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Ž .  4some measure in M m . Since the set "1, " i is strictly larger than theS
Ž X.support of m, the condition b fails for m. For the same set S, the
measure m s d q d q d q d s m q n is also S-indeterminate, since1 1 y1 i yi
Ž . Ž X.2m g M m . Note that b of Theorem 3.1 holds for m since, by anS 1 1
Ž .argument similar to that given for m, any measure in M m must beS 1
 4 Ž .supported in the set "1, " i . However, the condition a of Proposition
Ž .3.1 fails for m . Indeed, it is easily checked that the subspace of P1 S
 4consisting of the polynomials in P vanishing on the set "1, " i is theS
4Ž .two-dimensional subspace spanned by the polynomials P z s z y 1 and1
Ž . 4P z s z y 1. Therefore, since the kernel of the natural map from P to2 S
1 < <L has dimension 2, the dimension of the image is S y 2 s 3 whilem1
dim L1 s 4.m1
Our next goal is to characterize the symmetric sets S with the property
that every non-zero positive Borel measure on T n is S-indeterminate.
n Ž .DEFINITION 3.4. If S is a subset of Z , we denote by G S the subgroup
of Z n generated by S, i.e., the smallest subgroup of Z n containing S.
THEOREM 3.5. Gi¤en a symmetric set S ; Z n, the following are equi¤a-
lent:
Ž . na E¤ery non-zero positi¤e Borel measure on T is S-indeterminate.
Ž .b The measure d is S-indeterminate, where 1 denotes the identity1
element of the group T n.
Ž . Ž . nc G S / Z .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. The statement a obviously implies b . If b holds, let n be a
Ž .positive Borel measure in M d with n / d . Then, for every P g P , weS 1 1 S
have the identity
P 1 s P dn . 3.6Ž . Ž .H
nT
Let S , j G 1, be an increasing sequence of finite symmetric sets such thatj
Ž . < k < 2D S s S. Noticing that the polynomial P z s Ý z y 1 belongsjG1 j j k g Sj
to P , is non-negative on T n and vanishes at z s 1, we obtain, replacing PS
Ž .  n kby P in 3.6 , that the support of n is contained in the set z g T , z s 1,j
4;k g S . Since n / d , there exists thus at least a point a / 1 in the1
k Ž . nsupport of n such that a s 1, for all k g S. This shows that G S / Z .
Ž . n  nFinally, if c holds, there exists some a / 1 in T such that S ; k g Z ,
k 4 na s 1 . Let m be any non-zero positive Borel measure on T . The
measure m s d )m, where ) denotes the convolution product on T n,a a
Ž . Ž . yk Ž . Ž .belongs to M m since m k s a m k s m k if k g S. Thus m isÃ Ã ÃS a
Ž .S-indeterminate if m / m. On the other hand, if m s m, then m k s 0Ãa a
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unless a k s 1. Therefore, if m g Z n and a m / 1, we have
zk zm dm s zkqm dm s 0, k g S.H H
n nT T
Ž . m ‘ Ž 1 .UThe function g z s z in L s L is thus non-zero and orthogonal tom m
P . Hence, by the Hahn]Banach theorem, P cannot be dense in L1 , andS S m
we conclude again that m must be indeterminate using Theorem 3.1. This
Ž .shows that a holds and concludes the proof.
4. MEASURES DETERMINED BY FINITELY MANY OF
THEIR MOMENTS
In this section, we will deal with the specialized situation in which the
symmetric set S considered is a finite set. As seen in the previous sections,
if S is a finite set, the support of any S-determinate measure is also a
finite set L ; T n and any positive measure whose support is L must be
S-determinate. To decide whether or not a finite set L ; T n is the support
Ž .of an S-determinate measure, we have to check that the conditions a and
Ž X. Ž .b of Theorem 3.1 are verified. The condition a is relatively easy to deal
with: one simply computes the dimension N of the subspace of PS
Ž .consisting of the polynomials of P that vanish on all of L and a isS
< < < < Ž X.verified if and only if S y N G L . On the other hand, the condition b
is not so easy to check in practice, since it involves an inequality that
should be valid for the non-negative polynomials in P , a class of func-S
tions which is not easily described, except in some special cases. The
purpose of this section is to develop an algorithm that will allow us to
considerably simplify the problem of determining whether or not a given
finite set L ; T n is the support of an S-determinate measure, by finding
other descriptions for the set of points b g T n for which the inequality
Ž .3.2 holds. We need to introduce the following definitions.
n Ž .DEFINITION 4.1. Given a finite set L ; T , we denote by A L the set
of points b g T n for which there exists a constant C ) 0 such that, forb
some positive measure whose support is L, we have
P b F C P dm , ;P g P , P G 0 on T n . 4.1Ž . Ž .Hb S
nT
Ž .Remark 4.2. It is clear that if 4.1 holds for some measure m whose
support is L, then it also holds for any positive measure whose support is
L, with a possibly different constant C .b
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DEFINITION 4.3. Given a finite set L ; T n and another set V with
n Ž .L ; V ; T , we say that V has the property P if every polynomial
P g P such that P s 0 on L and P G 0 on V satisfies P s 0 on V.S
Ž .Clearly, L itself satisfies property P and the class of sets that satisfy
Ž .property P is closed under arbitrary unions. Furthermore, if V satisfies
Ž .P , so does its closure V. This motivates the following definition.
n Ž .DEFINITION 4.4. Given a finite set L ; T , we define the set B L to
n Ž .be the largest subset of T that satisfies P . It is simply the union of all
n Ž .subsets of T that satisfies P and it is a closed subset since its closure
Ž .must also satisfy P .
The following lemma provides a different characterization of sets that
Ž .satisfy property P .
LEMMA 4.5. Suppose that S ; Z n is a finite symmetric set and that
L ; T n is an arbitrary finite set. Consider a set V such that L ; V ; T n.
Then, the following are equi¤alent,
Ž . Ž .a V satisfies property P .
Ž .b For e¤ery b g V and for e¤ery positi¤e measure m with support L,
Ž Ž ..there exists a positi¤e constant C s C b , m such that
P b F C P dm , ;P g P , P G 0 on V . 4.2Ž . Ž .H S
nT
Ž . Ž .Proof. The implication b « a is easy. Let b g V and assume that
Ž .b holds. If P g P is such that P s 0 on L and P G 0 on V, then itS
Ž . Ž . Ž .follows from 4.2 that P b F 0, and thus that P b s 0, since b g V.
Ž . Ž .Hence a holds. Conversely, if a holds, consider the subspace of PS
Ž .  4defined by N V s P g P , P s 0 on V , and the quotient spaceS
Ž .P rN V with norm defined byS
Ä5 5P s sup P b ,Ž .
bgV
Ä Ž . Ž .for P s P q N V g P rN V . LetS
Ä Ä5 5K s P g P rN V , P G 0 on V , P s 1 .Ž . 4S
Note that the definition of K does not depend on the representative P
Ä Ächosen; i.e., if P s Q and P G 0 on V, then Q G 0 on V. We claim that K
Ž .is compact. Indeed, K is clearly bounded in P rN V and it is also closedS
Ä Ä Äsince if P g K and P “ P, then P “ P uniformly on V and thus P G 0n n n
Ä Ä5 5 5 5on V. Hence, since we have also P s lim P s 1, it follows thatn
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ÄP g K. Being a closed and bounded subset of a finite dimensional space, K
is therefore compact. Let us consider the mapping F: K “ R defined by
ÄF P s P dm ,Ž . H
nT
Ä Ž . Ž .for P s P q N V g P rN V . Note that F is well defined since L ; VS
and it is also continuous since
Ä Ä5 5 5 5 5 5F P F m sup P b s m P .Ž .Ž .
bgV
ÄŽ .Let t s inf F P . We claim that t ) 0. Indeed, if t s 0, there wouldÄP g K
Ä ÄŽ .exist, by compactness, an element P g K such that F P s 0. Since0 0
P G 0 on V, this implies that P s 0 on L and, thus, that P s 0 on V by0 0 0
ÄŽ . 5 5a , but this contradicts the fact that P s 1. We have thus shown that, if0
P g P and P G 0 on V, thenS
P dm G t sup P b ,Ž .H
nT bgV
Ž .and, in particular, that b holds with C s 1rt.
Before getting to the main result of this section, we need to introduce
another family of sets.
DEFINITION 4.6. If S ; Z n is a finite symmetric set and L ; T n is
finite, we define
C L s b g T n , P b s 0, ;P g P , with P G 0 on T n , P s 0 on L 4Ž . Ž .1 S
and, for every integer k G 1,
C L s b g T n , P b s 0, ;P g P ,Ž . Ž .kq1 s
with P G 0 on C L , P s 0 on L .4Ž .k
Ž . Ž .We also define C L s F C L .k G1 k
Ž . Ž .An easy induction argument shows that C L ; C L , for everykq1 k
k G 1. The following lemma shows, in particular, that the sequence of sets
Ž . Ž .C L , C L , . . . becomes constant after a finite number of steps.1 2
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Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4.7. If the sets C L , k G 1, and C L are as in Definition 4.6k
 4and N s dim P g P , P s 0 on L , then there exists an integer k withS 0
Ž . Ž .1 F k F N q 1 such that C L s C L for k G k . Furthermore,0 k k 00
C L s b g T n , P b s 0, ;P g P ,Ž . Ž . S
with P G 0 on C L , P s 0 on L . 4.34Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Proof. We will argue by contradiction. Suppose that C L n C Lkq1 k
for 1 F k F N q 1. This means that, for each k s 1, . . . , N q 1, we can
find a polynomial P g P , with the properties that P s 0 on L, P G 0k S k k
Ž . Ž . Ž .on C L , and P b / 0 for some b g C L . Note that, by definitionk k k k k
Ž . Ž .of C L , P s 0 on C L . Suppose now thatkq1 k kq1
Nq1
a P s 0, 4.4Ž .Ý k k
ks1
Ž .for some constants a , . . . , a . Evaluating 4.4 at the point b g1 Nq1 Nq1
Ž . Ž .C L and using the fact that P s 0 on C L if 1 F k F N, weNq1 k Nq1
Ž .obtain that a P b s 0 and thus that a s 0. A repeated useNq1 Nq1 Nq1 Nq1
of this argument, using successively the points b , . . . , b , shows thatN 1
a s 0, for each k s 1, . . . , N q 1. We conclude therefore that the N q 1k
polynomials P , . . . , P are linearly independent, but this contradicts the1 Nq1
definition of N. Thus an integer k with the properties claimed above0
Ž . Ž .must exist. Finally, the identity 4.3 follows from the fact that C L s
Ž . Ž .C L s C L .k k q10 0
Ž .The importance of the set C L stems from the following observation.
LEMMA 4.8. If S and L are as in Definition 4.6 and m is any positi¤e
Ž .measure whose support is the set L, then any measure n g M m is supportedS
Ž .in C L .
Proof. Suppose that P g P is a polynomial that satisfies P s 0 on L,S
n Ž . nP G 0 on T , and P b ) 0 at some point b g T . Then, it follows
immediately from the identities
0 s P dm s P dn 4.5Ž .H H
n nT T
Ž . Ž .that b does not belong to the support of n . Thus supp n ; C L . More,1
Ž . Ž .generally, if we know that supp n ; C L , for some k G 1, we deducek
Ž .again from 4.5 that, if P is a polynomial in P such that P s 0 on L,S
Ž . Ž . nP G 0 on C L , and P b ) 0, at some point b g T , then b cannotk k k k
Ž . Ž .belong to the support of n . Hence, supp n ; C L , and, since this iskq1
Ž . Ž .true for all k G 1, we conclude that supp n ; C L .
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We can now prove the main result of this section.
THEOREM 4.9. Suppose that S ; Z n is a finite symmetric set and that
n Ž . Ž . Ž .L ; T is an arbitrary finite set. Then A L s B L s C L . Furthermore,
Ž .if m is any positi¤e measure with support L, then any measure in M m hasS
Ž . Ž .its support contained in C L and con¤ersely, gi¤en any point b g C L ,
Ž . Ž 4.there exists a measure n g M m such that n b ) 0.S
Proof. We will first deduce the inclusions
B L ; A L ; C L ; B L ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .which will prove the first statement of the theorem. Since B L satisfies
Ž . Ž .property P , there exists, by Lemma 4.5, for any b g B L and any
positive measure m whose support is L, a constant C ) 0 such that
P b F C P dm , ;P g P , P G 0 on B L .Ž . Ž .H S
nT
Ž .Therefore, the inequality 4.1 is also satisfied at the point b , since it
Ž . Ž .involves a smaller collection of polynomials. Thus B L ; A L . If b g
Ž .A L , there exists a constant C ) 0, such that the linear form L, defined
by
L P s P dm y Cy1P b , P g P ,Ž . Ž .H S
nT
is positive on P . By Proposition 2.3, there exists thus a positive BorelS
measure s on T n such that
P dm s Cy1P b q P ds , P g P .Ž .H H S
n nT T
y1 Ž .Hence the measure n s C d q s belongs to M m and its support isb S
Ž . Ž . Ž .thus contained in C L by Lemma 4.8. Hence, b g C L and A L ;
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .C L . Finally, C L ; B L , since, by 4.3 , C L satisfies property P
Ž . nand, by definition, B L is the largest subset of T satisfying that prop-
erty. The first part of the last statement made in the theorem follows from
Ž . Ž .Lemma 4.8, while the second part follows from the inclusion C L ; A L ,
which, as seen in the first part of the proof, allows for the construction of a
measure n with the stated property.
Ž . Ž .We remark that, of the definitions of the three sets A L , B L , and
Ž . Ž .C L , the only one which is constructible is that of C L . It is given in
Ž .terms of an algorithm that provides an effective construction of C L ,
Ž . Ž .using the sets C L , C L , . . . which are obtained by considering the1 2
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common zero set of the polynomials in P vanishing on L and satisfyingS
certain positivity properties. The previous result, combined with our previ-
ous characterization of S-determinate measures, will allow us to prove the
following theorem characterizing the S-determinate measures.
THEOREM 4.10. Let S ; Z n be a finite symmetric set and let L ; T n be a
n Ž .finite set. If a g T , let F denote the linear functional P ‹ P a defineda
on P . Then, the following are equi¤alent:S
Ž .a L is the support of an S-determinate measure m.
Ž .  4b The collection F of linear functions on P is linearly inde-a a g L S
Ž .pendent and C L s L.
Ž . Ž .c For e¤ery set L ; L, C L s L .1 1 1
 4Proof. The fact that the collection F of linear functionals on Pa a g L S
is linearly independent is equivalent to density of P in L1 . The equiva-S m
Ž . Ž .lence of a and b follows then immediately from Theorem 3.1 and
Theorem 4.9. If L is the support of an S-determinate measure, then so is
Ž .every subset L of L, by Proposition 3.2, and in particular, C L s L .1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence c holds. Conversely, if c holds, then, clearly, C L s L. If the
 4collection F of linear functional on P was not linearly indepen-a a g L S
dent, we could find numbers a , a g L, not all zero, such thata
a P a s 0, ;P g P .Ž .Ý a S
agL
Since P g P whenever P g P , we can assume that all the a are realS S a
 4numbers. Letting L s a g L, a G 0 and L s L_L , we find thus1 a 2 1
that
< < < <a P a s a P a .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýa a
lgL lgL1 2
Applying the previous identity to the polynomial P s 1, we deduce the
strict inclusions B n L n L. That same identity shows then that L is a1 2
Ž . Ž .set disjoint from L , but contained in C L , which would contradict c .1 1
 4 Ž .Hence, the collection F is linearly independent on P and thus ba a g L S
holds, which concludes the proof.
Ž .Remark 4.11. We note that the identity C L s L is equivalent to the
following property: for any set V satisfying L n V ; T n, there must exist
Ž .a polynomial P g P such that P s 0 on L, P G 0 on V, and P b )0 S 0 0 0
Ž .0, for at least one point b g V_L. This follows from the identity C L s
Ž .B L .
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In what follows, we investigate more thoroughly the algorithm for the
Ž .construction of the set C L via the decreasing sequence of sets
 Ž .4C L . We will show, in particular, that in dimension n s 1, thatk k G1
Ž . Ž .sequence becomes constant after the first step, i.e., C L s C L , fork 2
k G 2, while in higher dimensions, more steps might be needed. We need
the following lemma.
Lemma 4.12. Let S ; Z n be a finite symmetric set, let L ; T n be a finite
 Ž .4set, and consider the associated sequence C L as defined in Definitionk k G1
Ž . n Ž .4.6. Let us define C L s T . Suppose that for some k G 0, C L n0 kq1
Ž . Ž .C L . Then, there exists a polynomial P g P such that P s 0 on C Lk k S k kq1
Ž . Ž .and P ) 0 on C L _ C L .k k kq1
Proof. Consider the set M consisting of the non-identically zerok
Ž .polynomials in P that vanish on L and are non-negative on C L .S k
 4Choose a countable subset N s Q , i s 1, 2, . . . of M , which is dense ink i k
M for the topology induced by the sup-norm. Definek
‘ QiyiP s 2 .Ýk 5 5Q ‘iis1
Ž .Clearly, P belongs to M and vanishes on C L . Furthermore, if bk k kq1
Ž . Ž .belongs to C L _ C L , there exists a polynomial P g P such thatk kq1 S
Ž . Ž .P s 0 on L, P G 0 on C L , and P b ) 0. If Q g N is chosen so thatk i k
5 5 Ž . Ž . Ž .P y Q - P b r2, it then follows that Q b ) P b r2 and, in par-‘i i
Ž .ticular, that P b ) 0, which proves the claim.k
The following result shows that, in the one-dimensional case, the algo-
Ž .rithm given above to construct C L is very efficient: one simply needs to
Ž . Ž .compute C L and C L . Note that the proof given depends in a very1 2
essential way on the simple structure of the zeros of a non-zero one-di-
mensional trigonometric polynomial, which must be isolated.
THEOREM 4.13. Let S ; Z be a finite one-dimensional symmetric set, let
L ; T be a finite set, and consider the associated decreasing sequence
 Ž .4 Ž . Ž . Ž .C L together with the set C L s F C L . Then, either C L sk k G1 ks1 k
Ž . Ž . Ž .C L or C L s C L .1 2
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let k G 1 be the smallest integer such that C L s C L ,0 k k 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .for k G k see Lemma 4.7 . If k s 1, then C L s C L and we are0 0 1
done. If k G 2, then there exists at least one polynomial in P that0 S
vanishes on L, is non-negative on T, and is non-identically zero. Since we
Ž .are in dimension 1 and C L is contained in the zero set of that1
Ž . Ž .polynomial, it follows that C L and, thus all the sets C L , k G 1, are1 k
finite sets. By Lemma 4.12, we can find polynomials P , . . . , P in P ,1 N S
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Ž . Ž .where N s k y 1, such that P ) 0 on C L _ C L and P s 00 k k yk k ykq1 k0 0
Ž .on C L , for k s 1, . . . , N. We will now construct, by induction,k ykq10
Ž .polynomials Q , . . . , Q in P with the properties that Q s 0 on C L1 N S k k 0
Ž . Ž .and Q ) 0 on C L _ C L . We simply take Q s P and if Q , withk k yk k 1 1 k0 0
1 F k F N y 1, has been constructed, we choose Q of the form Qkq1 kq1
s Q q lP , where l ) 0 is chosen large enough so that lP ) yQk kq1 kq1 k
Ž . Ž .on the set C L . Note that this is possible, since C L is ak yky1 k yky10 0
Ž . Ž .finite set and P ) 0 on C L _ C L , and, furthermore, Pkq1 k yky1 k yk kq10 0
Ž . Ž .s 0 on C L while Q ) 0 on C L . The polynomial Q satisfiesk yk k k yk N0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .thus Q ) 0 on C L _ C L and Q s 0 on C L . This showsN 1 k N k0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .that C L ; C L and, thus, that C L s C L , which concludes the2 k 2 k0 0
proof.
COROLLARY 4.14. Let S ; Z be a finite one-dimensional symmetric set.
Then the finite set L ; T is the support of an S-determinate measure m if and
only if P is dense in L1 and there exists a polynomial P g P such thatS m 0 S
P s 0 on L , P ) 0 on C L _L . 4.6Ž . Ž .0 0 1
Proof. By Theorems 4.9 and 4.10, the only thing left to show is that the
Ž .existence of the polynomial P above is equivalent to the identity C L s0
Ž . Ž .L. If 4.6 holds for some polynomial P g P , then either C L s L or0 S 1
Ž . Ž .C L s L, which implies, in either case, that C L s L. Conversely, if2
Ž . Ž . Ž .C L s L, it follows from Theorem 4.13 that either C L s L or C L1 2
s L. In the first case, we can take P s 0, while in the second case, the0
existence of P follows from Lemma 4.12.0
EXAMPLE 4.15. As an application of our results, we consider the
classical situation in which S is the one-dimensional symmetric set S s k
< < 4 Ž w x.g Z, k F N , where N is a positive integer cf. 2, 3, 9, 12, 15 . Let L be
a finite subset of T and let m be any positive measure on T whose support
is L. A routine application of the Lagrange interpolation formula shows
that the condition that P be dense in L1 is equivalent to the inequalityS m
< < Ž .L F 2 N q 1. For the computation of C L , we use the well-known result
of Riesz stating that a polynomial P g P satisfying P G 0 on T has theS
< < 2 form P s Q , where Q is a polynomial in P where the set K s k g Z,K
4 < <0 F k F N . Using the fact that if L F N, there exists a polynomial Q in
P whose zero set is exactly L, while if L G N q 1, the 0-polynomial isK
the only polynomial in P that vanishes on L, it is easily seen thatK
Ž . Ž . < < Ž . Ž . < <C L s L s C L if L F N, while C L s T s C L if L G N q 1.1 1
Using Theorem 4.10, we recover thus the classical result that a measure m
< <whose support is L is S-determinate if and only if L F N.
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The following example illustrates the fact that, in dimension n s 1, the
Ž . Ž . Ž .case where C L s C L n C L can occur.2 1
 4PROPOSITION 4.16. Let S be the one-dimensional set 0, " 1, " 3 . Then,
a non-empty finite set L ; T is the support of an S-determinate measure if
Ž .and only if one of the following three mutually exclusi¤e conditions is
satisfied:
Ž .  4a L s a , a g T;
1Ž .  4 Ž .b L s a , b , where a , b g T, a / b , and Re ab G y ;2
Ž .  2p i r3 4p i r34c L s a , a e , a e , a g T.
Proof. We can assume, without loss of generality, that 1 belongs to L,
since if a measure m is S-determinate on T n, so is every measure of the
n < <  4 Ž .form d )m, where a g T . If L s 1, then L s 1 . Since G S s Z, ita
< <follows from Theorem 3.5 that m is S-determinate. If L s 2, then
 4 Ž .L s 1, a , for some a g T, with a / 1. To compute C L , we consider a1
Ž . Ž .polynomial P g P such that P G 0 on T and satisfying P 1 s P a s 0.S
It follows from the result of Riesz that was mentioned in Example 4.15
Ž . <Ž .Ž .Ž . < 2that P z s C z y 1 z y a z y b , where C G 0 and b g C has to
be chosen so that P g P when C / 0. It is easily checked that this lastS
requirement reduces to the identity
< < 2a 1 q b q 2 1 q a b s 0. 4.7Ž . Ž .Ž .
< < Ž . < < 2Letting r s b , we deduce from 4.7 that 2 1 q a r s 1 q r . This last
2'< < < <equation has two real solutions given by r s 1 q a " 1 q a y 1
1Ž .when Re a ) y , in which case r / 1, one solution given by r s 1 when2
1 1Ž . Ž .Re a s y and no real solution when Re a - y . We conclude2 2
1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .therefore that C L s L s C L when Re a ) y , that C L s T s1 12
1 2Ž . Ž . Ž .  4C L when Re a - y , and that C L s 1, v, v , where v s12
1 2Ž . Ž .exp 2p ir3 , if Re a s y , i.e., in the case where a s v or v . In this2
Ž .last situation, one has to compute C L . If a s v, the polynomial2
z y 1 1 y v zŽ . Ž .
P z s , z g T,Ž .
2 2v y 1 1 y vvŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž 2 .belongs to P and satisfies P 1 s P v s 0 and P v s 1 ) 0. Hence,S
Ž .  4 Ž .it follows that C L s 1, v s L s C L . A similar computation shows2
2 Ž .  24that, when a s v , C L s 1, v s L.
< <  4If L s 3, i.e., L s 1, a , a , where a , a g T are distinct and not1 2 1 2
equal to 1, it follows, exactly as above, that if a polynomial P g PS
satisfies P G 0 on T and P s 0 on L, then P vanishes identically on T,
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 24 Ž . < 3 < 2unless L s 1, v, v , in which case P z s C z y 1 for some constant
Ž . < <C G 0 and thus C L s L. If L G 4, any non-negative polynomial that
Ž . Ž .vanishes on L has to be identically zero and, therefore C L s T s C L1
in that case. Since it is easily checked that P is dense in L1 , if m has LS m
< <for support and L F 3, the result follows from the previous considera-
tions and Theorem 4.10.
We conclude this paper with a two-dimensional example which illus-
trates the fact that Theorem 4.13 does not hold in dimensions higher
than 1.
PROPOSITION 4.17. Let a g T be such that a 8 / 1 and consider the
2 2 Ž . Ž . Ž 2 .4subsets of T and Z defined respecti¤ely by L s 1, 1 , y1, 1 , a , a
and
S s 0, 0 , 1, 0 , y1, 0 , 0, 1 , 0, y1 , Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2, 1 , y2, y1 , 2, y1 , y2, 1 .4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Then, we ha¤e the inclusions C L s C L n C L n C L and any3 2 1
positi¤e measure m with support L is S-determinate.
Proof. We first note that the polynomials that appear in the definition
Ž .of the sets C L can be assumed to be real-valued polynomials, byk
considering their real parts if necessary. Such a polynomial in P has theS
form
2 2P z , z s a q Re a z q Re a z q Re a z z q re a z z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 0 1 1 2 2 3 1 2 4 1 2
4.8Ž .
where a g R and a , a , a , a g C. We will start by showing that a0 1 2 3 4
polynomial P g P which satisfies P G 0 on T 2 and P s 0 on L mustS
2Ž . Ž Ž ..necessarily have the form P z , z s a 1 y Re z z , where a G 0.1 2 0 1 2 0
2 Ž .Indeed, if P G 0 on T and is of the form 4.8 , then, clearly, a G 0. The0
fact that P vanishes on L implies that the real parts of the numbers a ,1
a q a q a q a , and a q a a q a a 2 q a a 4 q a are all equal to 0,0 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4
while the fact that P must also have local minima at each point of L
implies the vanishing of the imaginary parts of the numbers a , a q a ,1 3 4
a q a y a , a a q 2 a a 4 q 2 a , and a a 2 q a a 4 y a . From this, we2 3 4 1 3 4 2 3 4
deduce immediately that a s 0 and, after some computations using this1
last set of identities, that
22 ia yi aŽ .
a s Im a , a s Im a .Ž . Ž .2 4 3 42Re a Re aŽ . Ž .
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Using the first set of identities and the fact that a s 0, we arrive at the1
equations
2 Im a Im a 2Ž . Ž .
a q Re a s 0, Im a y s 0,Ž . Ž .0 4 4 2½ 5Re a Re aŽ . Ž .
which, after taking into account our hypothesis on a , show that a s ya4 0
and a s a s 0. This gives the required form of the polynomial P. Hence,2 3
Ž . Ž . 2 24it follows immediately that C L s z , z g T , z s z . To compute1 1 2 2 1
Ž . Ž .C L , we consider a real-valued polynomial P of the form 4.8 which2
Ž .satisfies P G 0 on C L and P s 0 on L. Defining the one-variable1
Ž .polynomial Q z by
Q z s P z , z 2 s a q Re a q Re a z q Re a z 2 q Re a z 4 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 4 1 2 3
z g T, 4.9Ž .
we see that the requirements imposed on P are equivalent to Q G 0 on T
Ž . Ž . Ž . Žand Q 1 s Q y1 s Q a s 0. Using again the result of Riesz see
. Ž . <Ž 2 .Ž .Ž . < 2Example 4.15 , we find that Q z s C z y 1 z y a z y b where
C G 0, and b g C has to be chosen so that this factorized expression for Q
Ž .is compatible with 4.9 . It is easily checked that this last condition is
Ž < < 2 . < <equivalent to 2b s ya 1 q b . Letting b s rz , where r G 0 and z s
1 and equating the absolute value of both sides of the previous identity, we
obtain that r s 1, and, thus, that b s ya , i.e.,
22 2 2Q z s C z y 1 z y a .Ž . Ž . Ž .
This shows that
22 2 2< <P z , z s C 2 q 1 q a q Re y4 1 q a z q Re 2a z zŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž . 4Ž .1 2 2 1 2
2q Re a z z y 1 ,Ž .Ž .4 1 2
where C G 0 and a g C is arbitrary. Hence, we conclude that4
C L s 1, 1 , y1, 1 , a , a 2 , ya , a 2 . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2
Ž . Ž .To show that C L s L s C L , we note that the polynomial3
z y 1 q a z y zŽ .2 1 1 2R z , z s , z , z g T ,Ž . Ž .1 2 1 222 a y 1Ž .
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Ž 2 .belongs to P , vanishes on L, and satisfies R ya , a s 1 ) 0. ThisS
proves the first part of the claim. Finally, since the polynomials
P z , z s z y 1, P z , z s z q 1 z y a ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 1
P z , z s z y 1 z y aŽ . Ž . Ž .3 1 2 1 1
belong to P and each one of them vanishes on a different subset of LS
with two elements, it follows that P is dense in L1 , if m G 0 andS m
supp m s L. Corollary 4.14 shows that m is thus S-determinate, which
concludes the proof.
Remark 4.18. Of course, the previous construction can be extended to
dimensions higher than 2 by considering the natural embeddings of Z2 and
T 2 in Z n and T n, respectively, when n G 3.
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